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Master dis tiller Richard Paterson will be presenting on the Queen Mary. Image courtesy of The Dalmore

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Scottish distiller The Dalmore is giving transatlantic travelers the chance to taste its whiskies onboard Cunard's
Queen Mary 2.

The "whisky flight at sea" will be available on journeys from Southampton to New York, enabling passengers to
sample spirits and hear from the brand's master distiller Richard Paterson. This marks The Dalmore's latest
hospitality partnership, following similar experiences with New York's Baccarat Hotel and Emirates' first class
cabins.

Traveling tasting
Passengers traveling with Cunard can book the flight experience. This tasting will enable partakers to sample the
Highland Single Malt Whisky.

For The Dalmore, this crossing hearkens back to its own heritage.

"To journey to New York City, surrounded by the definitive style and elegance of Cunard, will truly be very special
indeed," Mr. Paterson said in a statement.

"Cunard's story has important chapters here in Scotland," he said. "The birthplace of iconic Cunard ships that
launched on the Clyde, to then sail the world."
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Whisky flight onboard the Queen Mary 2. Image courtesy of The Dalmore

In addition to the flight, The Dalmore will be bringing two rare whiskies onboard from its Constellation Collection.
This limited-edition series comes in individual casks.

While port excursions are still a highlight of ocean travel, onboard experiences are also a key focus. Cunard often
brings exclusive events to its guests to make cruising more entertaining.

For instance, the cruise line is bringing an immersive fashion experience to the seas through a partnership with
Badgley Mischka.

The fashion label is taking its resort collection to a fitting setting for a unique show. Badgley Mischka will showcase
its 2021 resort collection through a runway show on a seven-night Cunard voyage (see story).
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